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Extended Abstract:

In a connected world and dynamic global workplace today, students must equip themselves with some critical skills to success. According to a study of 21st century skills and competences for new millennium learners, students today are recommended to have skills such as collaboration, knowledge construction, real-world problem-solving and innovation, and the use of Information Communications Technology for learning. However, learning activities that offer the opportunity to develop these skills continue to be far from the instruction that most students experience [OECD, 2009; Law et al., 2010; Shear et al., 2010; Trilling and Fadel, 2012; FPSPI, 2019], and teachers often report that they lack specific guidance and models for how to move these ideas from rhetoric to classroom practice [Ananiadou and Claro, 2009].

Many educators also face problems related to student interest and engagement in their classrooms. Gamification can be a good solution to help solve learner engagement and participation issues in the classroom due to its fun and playful nature. Gamification is to change something that is not a game through a game or its elements [Van Grove, 2011; Werbach and Hunter, 2012]. Researchers claimed that gamified learning can foster students’ motivation and engagement [Hakulinen et al., 2013; Kumar and Khurana, 2012; Li et al., 2012; Nah et al., 2014; Su and Cheng, 2015]. The psychological and behavioral changes resulting from gamification for learning and education are not limited to motivation and engagement. Sitzmann [2011] revealed that gamification promotes self-efficacy and increased retention.

The present study proposes a gamified design of learning activities based on the 21st Century Learning Design Rubrics (21CLDRs) [SRI 2019]. The purpose of the 21CLDRs is to help educators identify and understand the opportunities that learning activities give students to build 21st century skills. These rubrics were developed and tested internationally for the Innovative Teaching and Learning Research project [SRI 2019]. Each of six rubrics of 21st century learning represents an important skill for students to develop—collaboration, knowledge construction, self-regulation, real-world problem-solving and innovation, the use of Information Communications Technology (ICT) for learning, and skilled communication. Minecraft, Microsoft OneNote, and Facebook were used as ICT for supporting the gamified learning activities in the study.

Minecraft is an award-winning game, originally created by Markus Persson, developed by Mojang in 2009. An educational version, MinecraftEDU, was developed in 2011. Players create and build...
in this sandbox-style game, using three-dimensional (3D) textured cubes in various gameplay modes: survival mode, creative mode or adventure mode. Players can build alone or together, on a shared server, through exploring, gathering resources and crafting. Daly [2012] explains that Minecraft is an open-ended creative computer game which has potential for teaching just about anything from math concepts and computer programming to geography and storytelling. Minecraft has been used as an educational tool for different topics all over the world such as sustainable planning [West and Bleiberg, 2013], language and literacy [Bebbington, 2014; Garcia Martinez, 2014; Hanghøj et al., 2014], digital storytelling [Garcia Martinez, 2014], social skills [Petrov, 2014], computer art application [Garcia Martinez, 2014], project management [Saito, Takebayashi, & Yamaura, 2014], and chemistry [Hancl, 2013].

Minecraft was used as the primary game environment to support learning in the study because of the flexible customization of game tasks in which students worked together to solve problems, learn the city history in Israel, and plan the future to create a sustainable community.

The game designed in this study was based on the background of celebrating the 70th anniversary of the State of Israel and 140 years of the city of Petah Tikva. The objective of the game was not only to help participants learn history, geography, and citizenship about the country and the city, but also to develop a new way of teaching and cultivate students’ creativity, collaborative learning and communication skills. The game consists of two active environments—OneNote notebook and the world of Minecraft. The notebook was used for team members to cooperate with each other, plan their tasks, document the processes, and write the task resolutions. The world of Minecraft was the virtual world where the teams conducted construction to fulfill the mission requirements in the game. The game consisted of a lobby and four stages. The lobby was a collaborative space where the game started, from which each team moved to the next stages. In each stage (including the lobby), each team received a task in the notebook of the project that included questions, inquiries, finding information, and a construction mission. When a team completed the construction of the selected product and the documentation in the notebook, each team was advised to upload a picture/screenshot of the deliverable to the project's Facebook page in tagging #MPTX2.

The game was designed for the students to learn the past and present of the city and the country and plan for the future to create a better world. For example, the first stage of the game was designed to help students learn the past of Petah Tikvah. The city has historical landmarks in many areas. Each team chose one of the fields to restore in Minecraft world. At the final stage, the teams were asked to decide together and chose one of the seventeen United Nation Global Sustainable Development Goals (UNGSDGs) [UNGSDG, 2019] that they would like to promote in the city. Students discussed which UNGSDG to choose based on what they knew or learned about the city. Then, the students negotiated their ideas to shape their work together.

We sought to determine: (1) How Minecraft can be used to support gamified learning activities following the 21st Century Learning Design Rubrics; and (2) How effective the gamified learning activities are in terms of promoting teamwork and empowering students to be involved, creative and active.

300 students and 28 teachers from twelve schools in Petah Tikva participated in the project. The 21st Century Learning Design Student Work Rubrics (21CLDSWRs) were used to examine whether students exhibited the important skills in the work they did. The 21CLDSWRs describe six dimensions of students’ 21st century learning, each of which represents an important skill for students to develop. Both 21CLDRs and 21CLDSWRs have the same six dimensions of the learning skills. The difference is that the 21CLDRs are used to help educators to develop learning activities, while the 21CLDSWRs are guides to help determine how strongly the student work demonstrates the related skill. The OneNote notebooks which documented each team’s work during the game were the primary data for analysis. The responses of two questionnaires from the participants during the game was also analyzed.

In the OneNote notebooks, the teams (schools) documented how they worked together to solve the riddles and completed the missions, including their strategies and work division. The notebooks also showed the team members’ active involvement based on their assigned roles. The deliverables that the teams made also demonstrated the students’ creativities and problem-solving
skills. In 21CLDSWRs, analyzing student work is different from the grading that teachers usually do. When grading, teachers assign a grade based on the overall quality of the work. When assigning a number to student work for a given dimension, teachers should consider only the degree to which the student work demonstrates that dimension, not the overall quality of the work. Based on the 21CLDSWRs, the students’ works were graded and the results showed that most of the twelve teams demonstrates a medium to high number (3 to 5) in each of six skill dimensions.

The purpose of the questionnaires was to get some feedback when the game was in progress. Students and teachers were not required to answer the questionnaires during the game, so the responsive rate was low. However, among the 29 responses, there were some common positive feedback from students about how they enjoyed the game and learned in a different way. A couple of teachers responded that their roles as a teacher changed. They acted more like a facilitator during the game. Although the responses from the questionnaires were not sufficient to draw any significant conclusion, the feedback from the students and teacher is still useful for future studies. For example, researchers can study to what extent the teachers’ involvement during a gamified learning activity would affect the learning outcomes.

The game design in this study showed another case of using Minecraft as an educational tool. With careful planning and the 21CLDRs, the project team was able to use Minecraft as the primary game platform that allows students to learn various skills in the context of a city’s past, present, and future. Unlike the traditional instructions, the gamified learning activities in this case were to promote respect and teamwork, and to empower students to be involved, creative and active. Students’ work and feedback during the game showed that students were actively involved at different game stages. Each team’s deliverables of the game missions also demonstrated students’ creativity such as designing the logo for celebrating the city and proposing a solution to create a sustainable city in the future. The project was a pilot and the lesson-learned would be used to improve the future projects on developing Minecraft games in different learning context.
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